
Differen'al Gene Expression:
 We assessed genome-wide transcriptomics differences in a cohort of 32 low back pain pa:ents at the first blood collec:on :me 
point, 2 weeks a=er the start of exercise (T1), at the second blood collec:on :me point, a=er the last exercise session on week 14th (T2), 
and differences within each group over :me. This analysis did not yield any significant results, but Kolmogorov-Smirnov test analysis 
indicated that distribu:ons of changes in gene expression betas were significantly different between the improved and persistent groups 
(D = 0.04, P-value = 2.258e-10),  and between the widespread (-) and widespread (+) groups (D = 0.05, P-value = 1.532e-14), sugges:ng 
that there are more regula:ons of the gene expression in the improved and widespread (-) pain groups than in the persistent and
widespread (+) pain groups.

Study design and Grouping: The blood samples were 
collected from 32 low back pain pa7ents who 
underwent 14 weeks of physical exercise. The statuses 
of improved and persistent pain group were assigned 
based on the pain score difference of at least two 
between the first and second 7me points. Same 
pa7ents were also divided into “Widespread (-)” or 
“Widespread (+)” based on the presence of the 
widespread pain at the baseline.

Sta2s2cal analysis: FASTQ files of the sequencing data 
were mapped on the human genome GRCh38 using 
STAR (3). Five specific contrasts both on gene and 
pathways levels were performed. Differen7al 
expression of genes was detected with the help of the 
"DESeq2" R package (4). The differen7al expression 
gene analysis results were given for input to "fgsea” R 
package for pathways analysis.

The results of our transcriptomics analyses of the 
cohort of LPB pa7ents undergoing physical exercise 
provided few insights. Our findings suggest that ac7ve 
biological processes underlie pain resolu7on in chronic 
LBP pa7ents during the course of physical exercise, 
with a significant contribu7on from ac7ve 
downregula7on of inflamma7on. This ac7ve 
downregula7on of inflamma7on is absent in pa7ents 
with widespread pain.
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Pain serves an adap've survival func'on, an inner 
warning system poin7ng to harm or a treatment. Pain 
management and loss of produc7vity during chronic 
pain result in substan7al societal costs. In 2018 it was 
reported that the prevalence of chronic pain is more 
than 30% in America alone, with chronic low back pain 
being the most reported condi'on (1). 

It has been shown that people with widespread pain 
are less likely to resolve local chronic pain compared 
to people without it (6). Drugs have shown minimal 
effec'veness, moreover, some of them have 
substan7al side effects, and exercise is the current 
first-line treatment prescribed to pa7ents with 
chronic pain. Many studies suggest that physical 
exercise might contribute to chronic pain 
improvement (2). 

Therefore, we aimed to inves'gate the molecular 
pathophysiological mechanisms underlying the 
improvement of chronic low back pain (LBP) and how 
presence of widespread pain is correlated chronic low 
back pain improvement following exercise through a 
transcriptome-wide analysis of the peripheral 
immune cells. 

INTRODUCTION

Fig. 1 Pathway Trajectories in Time Between the Four Pain 
Groups
(A) - Pathway trajectories in 8me between the people in 
improved pain group and persistent pain group, (B) - Pathway 
trajectories in 8me between the people in widespread (-) pain 
group and widespread (+) pain group. Each dot is a pathway. 
Pathways coordinates are in test sta8s8cs space, obtained 
from pathway analyses by fgsea. The pink line was obtained 
from linear regression of the data, whereas the blue line is 
from theore8cal expecta8on of equal trajectories. Yellow dots 
represent inflammatory pathways. Percent variance explained 
(Pearson’s r2), slope (m), and P-value of regression are 
reported. 

Inflammatory and Cell Activation Pathway Analysis:
 We next focused on the differences in the improved and persistent as well as widespread (-) and widespread (+) pain groups for the 
Inflammatory and Cell Ac:va:on biological pathways. We found that pa:ents from the improved and widespread (-) pain groups had 
inflammatory response pathway downregulated over the :me of exercises (Fig. 2A,C), when the persistent and widespread (+) pain 
group did not show any significant differences (Fig. 2B,D). 
 When analyzed blood cells ac:va:on pathways, we found that all of the detected significantly expressed cell type ac:va:on pathways 
were downregulated over:me in all pain groups (Fig. 3). More pathways were downregulated in the improved and even more in the 
widespread (-) pain groups (Fig. 3A, C), while either less or none were downregulated in the persistent and widespread (+) pain groups 
(Fig. 3B,D).

General Pathway Analysis:
 We next calculated the correla:on of changes in transcrip:onally based biological pathways over the :me of exercise between 
persistent and improved pain groups and between groups with present or absent widespread pain. We found that the majority of 
transcrip:onal changes over :me have a posi:ve correla:on.
 Most of the pathways, located at the top right and boZom le= corners, have similar direc:onality reflec:ng the similar biological 
responses of both groups to the exercise. However, there were a number of pathways that were located at the top le= and boZom right 
quadrants of the plot, indica:ng the opposite direc:ons (Fig. 1). The inflammatory pathways (marked in yellow) were found abundantly 
enriched in the an:correlated cluster characterized by biological pathways downregulated over:me by the improved and the 
widespread (-) pain groups and up-regulated by the persistent and the widespread (+) groups, which are located at the boZom right 
quadrant (Fig. 1 A, B).

Fig. 3 Func7onal Difference in the Cell Ac7va7on Pathways.
Func8onal differences assessed for selected pathways in Gene 
Ontology’s (GO) biological processes overarching pathway of 
“leukocyte ac8va8on” (GO:0045321). Sta8s8cally significant 
pathways at the FDR 10% level are highlighted in green. NES 
column shows normalized enrichment scores for every 
pathway. (A,B) - Differen8ally expressed pathways over the 8me 
of exercise for improved pain group (A) or persistent pain group 
(B). (C, D) - Differen8ally expressed pathways over the 8me of 
exercise for widespread (-) pain group (C) or widespread (+)
pain group (D).
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A B C D Fig. 2 Func7onal Difference in the Inflammatory Pathways.
Func8onal differences assessed for selected pathways in Gene 
Ontology’s (GO) biological processes, overarching under 
“inflammatory response” (GO: 0006954). Sta8s8cally significant 
pathways at the FDR 10% level are highlighted in orange. NES 
column shows normalized enrichment scores for every 
pathway. (A,B) - Differen8ally expressed pathways over the 
8me of exercise for improved pain group (A) or persistent pain 
group (B). (C, D) - Differen8ally expressed pathways over the 
8me of exercise for widespread (-) pain group (C) or 
widespread (+) pain group (D).
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